OTA 120 Clinical Procedures Lab

COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES (CLOs)

1. Demonstrate techniques to protect the client and therapist in the clinical setting.
2. Demonstrate techniques to protect the privacy and dignity of clients in a treatment setting.
3. Demonstrate infection control procedures safely, effectively and efficiently in mock clinical situations on normal subjects.
4. Demonstrate the monitoring of vital signs procedures safely, effectively and efficiently in mock clinical situations on normal subjects.
5. Demonstrate mobility and positioning procedures safely, effectively and efficiently in mock clinical situations on normal subjects.
6. Demonstrate transfer procedures safely, effectively and efficiently in mock clinical situations on normal subjects.
7. Demonstrate the following use of special equipment safely, effectively and efficiently in mock clinical situations on normal subjects.
8. Teach basic self-management to clients in mock clinical situations on normal subjects.
10. Perform accurate personal and medical history taking when initially examining a client.

Course Outline

I. Demonstrate safety and protection

II. Demonstrate or discuss privacy
   A. FERPA
   B. HIPPA
   C. Patient Privacy
   D. Medical Record Privacy

III. Demonstrate infection control and universal protection
   A. HIV
   B. Universal

IV. Monitor vital signs
   A. Blood Pressure
   B. Pulse
   C. Pulse-oximetry
   D. Temperature
   E. Respirations

V. Apply mobility and positioning
   A. Wheelchair
   B. Bed
   C. Safety with Ambulation
   D. Cane
   E. Community
   F. Walker
VI. Demonstrate transfer procedures
   A. Quad-pivot
   B. Stand-pivot
   C. Sliding Board
   D. Walker
   E. Cane

VII. Apply special equipment
   A. No-lift equipment
   B. Hoyer
   C. Sliding Board

VIII. Documentation of clinical procedures.

IX. Documenting personal and medical history